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FIELD PERFORMANCE OF EXPERIMENTAL BRIDGE DECK 
MEMBRANE SYSTEMS IN VERMONT 

By: Ronald I. Frascoia 

Abstract 

This paper reviews the Vermont Agency of Transportation Bridge Deck Membrane 

Evaluation Program begun i n 1971 and discusses the field performance of 33 

membrane systems over exposure periods of up to 11 years . Applications of 

deicing chemicals (sodium chloride) duri ng the evaluation period have 

averaged 29 .5 tons per two lane mile per year with accumulations totaling up 

to 123 pounds of chloride (Cl-) per li near foot of structure. Performance 

results are based upon the presence or absence of Cl- above base levels as 

determined by chemical analysis of over 1600 recovered concrete samp les. 

The results show that almost without exception, the experimenta l systems 

have outperformed the Agency's original standard treatment of tar emulsion. 

When grouped by general type, the best performance has been provided by the 

standard preformed sheet membranes and t hermop lastic systems. Although some

what less successful, good performance has been provided by the polyurethanes, 

t he NCHRP Project 12-11 recommended systems, and misce ll aneous preformed 

systems. In general, t he epoxy and tar emulsion systems were not considered 

successful although t hey have allowed on ly an average of 0. 35 pounds of Cl

per cubic yard of concrete (#/cy) above base levels in the top i nch of 

concrete as compared to an average of 6.97 #Icy on exposed bridge decks over 

a similar evaluation period . Chloride contamination was detected in one 

sample or less on 33 percent of the 63 bridge decks under eval uation . Pro

jections based upon performance results to date suggest a significant number 

of the membrane systems will provide protect ion from serious Cl- contam-

ination for 50 years or longer. 
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Prior to the period in the early 1970's when bridge deck deterioration 

was recognized as a serious problem, a number of snow belt states 

commonly treated concrete bridge decks with a seal or membrane system 

and covered it with a bituminous pavement. The most common systems 

consisted of coal tar emu lsions and roofing grade asphalts often used 

in conjunction with woven cloth or glass fabric designed to reinforce 

the system. 

In the late 1950 ' s the Vermont Agency of Transportation placed bituminous 

pavements over several Portland Cement concrete decks without first at

tempting to seal the concrete surface with a waterproofing system. In 

subsequent years, inspections of such structures disclosed the presence 

of severe concrete deterioration beneath the pavement. The condition 

was always most prevalent along curblines and adjacent to expansion 

dams where pending action increased the leve l of chloride (Cl-) con

tamination . In a number of cases , the concrete was removed to a point 

below the top mat of reinforcing steel with hand shovels or low pressure 

water. Often the rebars were found to be completely free of corrosion . 

Such conditions suggest the severe concrete deterioration was the result 

of high Cl- contamination, numerous freeze-thaw cyc les and the retention 

of high moisture levels in the concrete due to the presence of the bitu

minous overlay . This supposition is supported by studies (~.~) which 

point out the potential for damage to concrete due to salt crysta l growth . 
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Ouring the period 1960 - 1971 Vermont specified two coats of tar emulsion 

and two 1- inch courses of bituminous pavement as the standard treatment 

for bridge decks . In the late 1960's, Agency personnel recognized that 

the tar emulsion was not able to prevent Cl - contamination and the sub

sequent concrete deterioration and rebar corrosion which was occurring 

along poorly drained areas. Faced with such information, the Agency chose 

to participate in the Federal Highway Administration sponsored National 

Experimental and Evaluation Program No. 12, Oridge Deck Protective Systems. 

The program was established to encourage the states to try various new 

products and construction techniques designed to extend the service life 

of bridge decks. Vermont's participation took the form of a membrane eval

uation program which began in 1971 with the application of two exper imental 

systems on four new bridge decks . From that point to 1978, 33 different 

systems were field applied on 69 new concrete bridge decks . The products 

included fifteen preformed systems, seven epoxies, five thermoplastic 

materials, four polyurethanes, and two tar emulsion systems. Because the 

membrane systems were considered experimental, the applications were closely 

monitored and documented with reports. The information in the reports in

cluded background data on deck construct ion, concrete test results, condition 

of the decks, membrane product data, laboratory test results , observations 

made during the membrane ~pplications , cost information, prel iminary field 

test results and discussions on the applications . Summaries of each membrane 

system were concluded with recommendations on further use. 

The information presented in this paper summarizes the performance of the 

vari ous membrane systems based on field samples taken through the period 

1971 - 1982. 
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Fi e ld Evaluation Procedure 

Follow- up field evaluations of the membrane systems began in 1975 

on products which were exposed to a minimum of two winters of deicing 

chemica l app li cations . Fi eld testing in 1976, 1977 , and 1978 included 

37, 34, and 47 structures respectively . Through the present date, field 

performance resul ts have been obtained on all 33 experimental systems. 

Field testing the first two years included electrica l resistivity read ings , 

electrical half ce ll potential read ings, and the recovery of concrete samples , 

for the determination of Cl - content by wet chemical analysis . Comparisons 

were made between the resistiv ity readi ngs and the Cl levels detected at 

spec ifi c res istivit y test locat ions . When correlation between t he two test 

methods was found to be less than 60 percent, resistivity test ing was 

de leted from the evaluation program in the fo l lowi ng years . 

For the past seven years, 1977 - 1983, the performance of the various 

membrane systems has been considered only in relation to t he presence or 

absence of Cl - above base levels as determi ned by chemical analysis of 

recovered concrete samples . Such samples were taken at points one foot, 

five feet and 15 feet off the curb line. The one foot offset was selected 

because of t he potential for leakage at the curb line area whil e the 15 foot 

offset establ i shes membrane performance in the \'theel path area 11/hich i s 

subject to aggregate puncture under continuous traffic . The five foot 

offset i s located in the breakdown lane where satisfactory performance wou ld 

be expected if the membrane was not damaged during paving or l atera l leakage 

did not occur . In most cases, the test areas were located on the low end 

of the decks where Cl- concent rations would be heaviest. Where super

elevations resulted in drainage away from the breakdown lane, concrete 
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samples were obtained from the opposite curb line. The pulverized concrete 

samples \>Jere obtained from 0-1 inch and 1-2 inch depths \'lith the aid of a 

rotary hammer and 3/4 inch carbide tipped twist drill. The overlying 

bituminous pavement was removed by the same procedure followed by cleaning 

with compressed air. A depth gauge attached to the drill was used to 

obtain the proper depth . Sample holes were patched with a quick-set 

cement. 

~rior to 1982, total Cl- content in the recovered concrete samples was 

analyzed fo ll owing California Test Method No . 404-C (1972). The method 

involved an indirect Volhard titration. In 1982, total Cl - content was 

analyzed using a colorimetric procedure based on American Publi c Hea lt h 

Association Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 

Method No. 602 (1975). The results were randomly checked with a specific 

ion electrode using AASHTO test method T 260-82. 
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FIELD CONDITIONS 

Approximate ly 80 percent of the experimenta l membrane systems are 

located on Interstate 91 in the northeastern portion of the state 

where the annua l freez ing index averages 1400, 80 to 115 freeze-thaw 

cycles occur and snowfal l ranges up to 140 inches. With the excepti on 

of two installations in central Vermont , t he remaini ng systems are 

located in southwestern areas where t he annual freezing index ranges 

from 950 to 1100, 75 to 11 5 freeze-thaw cyc les occur and snowfal l 

ranges from 70 to 100 inches . 

Through the spring of 1982 , t he test sites had been exposed to an 

average of eight winters of de icing chemica l applications. The 

applications of road salt have been conti nuous ly mointored by t he 

Agency •s Ma intenance Div i sion and the records show yearly appli cations 

ranged from 8.5 to 38.3 tons per two lane mile with an average of 

29 .5 tons . Over the eva luat ion period, t he appli cat ions have totaled 

up to a maximum of 123 pounds of Cl - per linear foot of structure or 

approximately three pounds per square foot of deck surface . 

Average daily traffic vol umes on the experimental systems have ranged 

from 370 to 1990 vehicles . Tota l vehicle passes average 3,336,000 

per structure. The average tota l passes are equivalent to approxi

mately 3000 18 kip equiva lent ax le loads (EAL). 
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MEMBRANE PERFORMANCE 

In this study membrane performance resu lts are considered in regard to 

the percent of contaminated samp les and t he level of Cl- contamination. 

Chl oride contents are expressed in parts per million (ppm) chloride ion 

by weight of concrete. For a simple and approximate conversion of ppm 

to pounds of Cl - per cubic yard of concrete, divide by 250. 

For t he purpose of the study , concrete samples are considered contami nated 

when the Cl- content is 50 ppm over the base Cl- levels recorded on t he 

spec ific bridge decks following construction. Several important facts 

shoul d be kept in mind as contamination results are revi ewed . The 

presence of Cl- contamination does not mean a complete fa ilure has 

occurred . It does indicate the membrane is not 100 percent effecti ve 

and the level of contamination must be considered to determine the 

ser iousness of the fai lure. With regard to rebar corrosion, Cl

contamination does not become a serious threat unti l the Cl - migrates 

down to the leve l of the reinforcing steel and the bui ld- up at that 

level approaches or exceeds 325 ppm or approximate ly 1.3 #Icy of 

concrete (l,i) . The level of Cl- contamination which resu lts in severe 

deterioration to concrete has not been estab li shed . However, it is 

believed that the critica l leve l i s much higher than the 325 ppm level 

which wi l l initiate corros ion of the reinforc ing steel . 

The fo ll owing sect ions describe the performance of the seven general groups 

or types of membrane treatment under evaluation plus information on six 

exposed bridge decks for compari son purposes. The corresponding tables 
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1-8 provide performance data on individua l products and the averages for 

each group. The Cl- values recorded in Tables 1-8 and Table 10 include 

base Cl- level s. The average Cl- content of all samples and a summary of 

membrane performance can be seen in Tables 9 and 10. A summary of mem

brane characteristics and performance can be seen in Table 12 and pro

prietary products may be identified by referring to Table 13. 

Standard Preformed Sheet Systems 

Status - Three systems on 21 bridges averaging seven winters of exposure 

The standard preformed sheet membrane systems have provided t he best over-

all performance to date with on ly seven percent of the samples reveali ng 

contamination at the 1-2 inch depth and total Cl- levels averaging 86 ppm 

in contaminated samples (Tables 1 & 10). All three products feature con

trolled membrane thickness, good cold temperature flexibility, and relat ively 

easy application. The materials have been used on near ly all non-experimental 

bridges in Vermont since 1973 when a specification was written which allows 

the contractor the option of selecting one of the three proprietary systems. 

Two potential problem areas recognized with the use of preformed membranes 

are the curb line seal and the formation of blisters in the pavement-membrane 

system. It is believed that the curb seal problem has been alleviated by 

modifying the specification to inel ude the use of a compatible l iquid poly

uret hane sealant along the membrane perimeter and the vertical curb face . 

The problem of blister formations remains to be solved. Blisters which 

occur in the bituminous mix during paving are often caused by concentrations 

of air which were trapped beneath the membrane during the installation. In 
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many cases, such blister formations can be prevented by puncturing the 

larger air bubbles and then bonding the membrane to the deck after t he air 

has been forced out the vent hole. Blisters are also caused by small con

centrations of moi sture which collect beneath the membrane due to outgas

sing of moisture vapor from the concrete . Such moisture may subsequently 

t urn to a vapor when exposed to the high temperature of the bituminous 

overlay. The blistering can often be reduced by requiring that the 

overlay be placed shortly after the membrane application is completed. 

Post-construction blistering is also believed to be the result of moisture 

vapor pressures outgassing from the concrete. The occurrence of such blisters 

can be reduced by improving membrane adhesion to the concrete and by increas

ing the t hickness of the bituminous overlay. Initial and post-construction 

blistering has been noted on a .. number of preformed membrane installations 

made in Vermont, but the occurrences have never become serious problems . 

In most cases, the blisters have been noted only after the pavement has 

become slightly polished by snowplow wear on the high spots. 

Thermoplastic Systems 

Status - Four systems on seven bridges averaging nine winters of exposure 

Performance of the thermoplastic systems has also been very good with eight 

percent of the samp les revealing contamination at the 1-2 inch depth and 

total Cl - levels averaging 130 ppm in contaminated samples (Table 2 & 10). 

Test results suggest that at least two of the systems could be recommended 

for further use. The best performance has been obtained from a hot rubber

ized asphalt although it should be noted that the system is not recommended 
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for structures on grades or superelevations in excess of three percent due 

to the potential for membrane-pavement stability problems under traffic . 

Protection boards were not included on the two decks under evaluation but 

would be specified on any future applications of the system. 

An application of Gussasphalt, a mastic type paving mixture commonly used 

in Europe, resulted in a failure requiring remova l of the system after 

330 linear feet of ful l depth cracks occurred during t he second winter. 

The failure was believed due to stresses caused by rapid temperature 

changes. 

Polyurethane Systems 

Status - Four systems on five bridges averagi ng nine winters of exposure 

The polyurethane systems rate third with regard to the percent of contaminated 

samples, but the level of contamination is the lowest of all classes of 

material averaging only 83 ppm total Cl - in the top inch and 70 ppm at the 

1-2 inch depth {Tables 3 & 10). The permeabi l ity may be due to the develop

ment of pinholes and bubbles in the liquid applied mater ials during appli 

cation . The problems, caused by outgassing of moisture vapors from the 

concrete, can be alleviated by applying the polyurethane after midday 

when air temperatures are declining and by applying multiple coats. Ad

vantages offered by the polyurethanes include ease of application, good 

cold temperature flexibility and excellent bond and seal along curb lines . 

The systems should include protection boards or roll roofing to insure 

adequat e bond between membrane and pavement . Two of the individual poly

urethane systems have remained free of detectible Cl- contamination for up 

t o eight years of exposure. 
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NCHRP Project 12-11 Preformed Systems 

Status - Five systems on five bridges averaging eight winters of exposure 

The f ive vulcanized, cured or cross- linked preformed elastomer systems 

selected as the most promising membrane materials under Phase I of the 

NCHRP Project 12-11 were well designed and displayed excellent physical 

characteristics . However, the application of the systems in Vermont under 

Phase II of t he project was di ffic ul t thus making it appear doubtful that 

the systems could be placed properly under typical field conditions. The 

overall performance of the systems has been good (Tables 4 & 10) except 

for curb line areas where 52 percent of t he samples have been contaminated 

(Table 12). A pitch and PVC polymer system has performed best wi t h Cl

contamination limited to a si ngle sample . 

Miscellaneous Pref ormed Systems 

Status - Seven systems on ten bridges averaging five winters of exposure 

Most of the systems included in this group are similar to the three standard 

preformed sheet systems, but .. have had less widespread usage. Four of the 

systems have performed well including two products which have remained free 

of detectible Cl- contamination; (Table 5). Two of the products were manu

factured with 1/16 inch pre-punched vent holes designed to prevent initial 

and post construction blistering by allowing vapors to escape from beneath 

t he membrane following the installation. Both products were basically 

successful in reducing the amount of air entrapped beneath the materials, 

but Cl- contamination found in 27 to 40 percent of the field samples 

suggests that some of the ho les did not reseal upon applicat ion of heat 

and pressure during the paving operation. 
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Epoxy Systems 

Status - Seven systems on eight bridges averag i ng nine wi nters of exposure 

Wit h the exception of one product , t he epoxy systems have performed poorly 

when compared wi th t he other experimental membranes (Tab les 6 & 10). 

Exact ly 50 percent of the samples revealed Cl- contaminat ion at t he 0- 1 

inch dept h alt hough the levels are stil l low averaging less than 1/2 #Icy 

over base Cl- levels . 

Advantages of t he epoxy systems include relative ease of app li cation. 

general ly good bond to the concrete and avoidance of problems with pavement 

appl ications . Disadvantages include poor cold temperature flex ibi l i ty and 

a tendency to pi nhole or bubble duri ng applicat ion. 

Tar Emu l sion 

Status - Two systems on seven bridges averaging ten winters of exposure 

Test results show both the two coat standard treatment and t he glass fabr ic 

re inforced system performed poorly when compared with all other cl asses of 

material . Contamination was identified in 60 percent of the samples taken 

at the 0-1 inch depth (Tab 1 e 7) • Based on a 11 sam p 1 e s taken , the 

tar emu lsion systems have al lowed an average of 0.43 #Icy of Cl- contam

ination above base levels in t he top inch of concrete . When such contam

ination leve ls are compared with the average of 6.97 #Icy of Cl- recorded 

on exposed concrete decks (Table 8) , the resu lts suggest that tar emulsion 

does offer a substantial leve l of protection to the concrete. The highest 
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levels of Cl- contamination were recorded on two 11 year old structures 

treated with two coats of tar emul sion . Copper-copper sulfate half-

cell potential measurements taken on the two structures in 1982 indi cated 

the presence of active corros ion on one percent of the deck areas . 

Exposed Bridge Decks 

Status - Six bridges averag ing ten winters of exposure 

For comparison purposes three exposed bridge decks and three decks treated 

wi th an ini t i al appli cati on of linseed oil and mineral spirits have been 

monitored for Cl - contami nat ion levels over a similar evaluation period . 

The results revea l Cl - contaminat ion in all samples taken from the top inch 

of concrete with levels averagi ng 1743 ppm or 6. 97 #Icy (Table 8) . Contam

ination was found in 98 percent of the samp les from the 1-2 inch depth with 

levels averaging 887 ppm or 3. 55 #Icy. In general, the decks appear to be 

in good condi t ion ; however, the most recent copper-copper sulfate half

cell potential measurements indicate the presence of act ive corros ion on 

an average of 30 percent of t he deck areas . Concrete de lamination was noted 

on one structure where i t tota led 13 percent of the deck surface . 
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DISCUSSION OF PERFORMANCE 

The test results in Tables 1 - 7 disclose that 12 of the decks under 

evaluation were free of Cl- contamination. Contamination was limited 

to a single sample on nine additional decks. The combined decks treated 

with 15 different membrane systems make up 33 percent of the decks under 

evaluation. 

A number of the membrane systems did not provide adequate provisions for 

preventing Cl penetration along curb lines. As shown in Table 11, 46 

percent of the curb line samples were contaminated at the 0-1 inch depth. 

Furthermore, such samples made up 47 percent of all the contaminated samples 

recorded in the top inch of concrete. The table also discloses that the 

number of Cl- contaminated samples found at the five foot offset from the 

curb line and in the wheel path were approximately equal. Such results 

suggest aggregate puncture under traffic loading is probably not a significant 

factor contributing to membrane permeability in Vermont. 

Attempts to project future performance of the membrane systems may be seen 

in Figures 1 and 2. All projections are based on a statistical analysis 

using the method of least squares. 

Figure 1 shows the number of samp1es contaminated with Cl- is increasing 

at a rate of 1.3 percent per year. If the present rate continues, the 

top inch of concrete will become contaminated with Cl- after 64 years of 

service. All samples at the 1-2 inch depth will be contaminated after 73 

years of service. 
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The level of contamination is an important factor which must be considered 

when attempting to project the service li fe of the membrane systems and 

the service l ife of the bridge decks. Figure 2 projects the rate of in

crease in contamination levels at approximately six ppm per year in the 

top inch of concrete . If the six ppm rate of increase continues, the 

contamination will reach the 325 ppm corrosion threshold level in the top 

inch of concrete after 43 years of service. The rate of increase in 

contamination levels at the 1-2 inch depth is less than one ppm per year. 

Although all projections point towards a long service life, it is recog

nized that at some point in time the various membrane materials will 

begin to deteriorate and the performance life will decrease accordingly . 

Presently only 25 of 1625 samples tested have Cl - contamination over the 

corros ion threshold level of 325 ppm (Table 11} . When the tar emulsion 

and epoxy treated decks are not included, the number drops to 13 or one 

percent of the samples with all but one occurring in the top inch of 

concrete. When all samples are taken into consideration, the average Cl

content above base levels is 55 ppm in the top inch and 26 ppm at the 

1-2 inch depth (Table 9}. Because the decks were constructed with two 

inches of concrete cover , add itional corros ion free l ife can be expected 

before the 325 ppm Cl- level is reached at the 2-3 inch depth. 

The test resu lts show that most of the membrane systems have performed 

well for up to 11 years of exposure. Based upon the experiences gained 

during t he membrane inst allat ions , i t i s be li eved that overall membrane 

performance would have been even better if the following conditions had 

been met: 
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1) Systems not well sui t ed for the intended purpose had been eliminated 

through better preliminary laboratory test ing. 

2) Difficu lties with certain facets of some appl ications had been 

anticipated and avoided . This would be possible with future 

applications of the same materials. 

3) Certain construction procedures had been modified to suit the 

particular needs of a system. 

4) Additional safeguards had been taken to prevent leakage along 

curb line areas. 

5) Protection board had been placed over some membrane systems to 

improve stability during t he paving process and under continuous 

traffic. 

6) Construction traffic had not been allowed to trave l on the membrane 

and first course of pavement. 

7) Pavement overlay thickness was increased to 2~ inches with a 

minimum of 2 inches maint ained. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Many conditions such as weather, winter maintenance practices, traffic 

volumes, and design and construction practices are known to vary in 

different regions. Accordingly, it is recognized that membrane systems 

which extend the service life of bridge decks in Vermont may not neces

sarily perform with the same results at other locations . Nevertheless, 

based upon performance data obtained to date, the following conclusions 

are considered significant: 

1) Performance results based on 1600+ field samp les show that 

almost without exception, the experimental membrane systems 

have outperformed the Agency's original standard treatment 

of t ar emulsion. 

2) When grouped by general type, the best performance has been 

provided by the standard preformed sheet membranes and 

t hermoplastic systems closely followed by the polyurethanes, 

the NCHRP Project 12-11 recommended systems and miscellaneous 

preformed systems. 

3) In general, the epoxy and tar emulsion systems were not 

considered successful although they have allowed only an 

average of 0.35 pounds of Cl- per cub ic yard of concrete 

above base levels in the top inch of concrete as compared 

to an average of 6.97 #Icy on exposed bridge decks over a 

similar evaluation period . 
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4) Chloride contami nation was detected in one sample or less 

on 33 percent of t he 63 bridge decks under evaluation. 

Protective systems on the 21 decks inc l uded 15 of the 

33 different membrane systems tried . 

5) Less than t wo percent of the 1600+ field samples disclosed 

Cl- levels above 325 ppm, the level considered sufficient 

to initiate corrosion of the reinforcing steel . All but 

t hree of the 325+ ppm samples were located in the top inch 

of concrete . 

6) While curb line samples made up only 33 percent of t hose 

taken, they accounted for 47 percent of all contaminated 

samples pointing out the difficulty of sealing that area 

of the bridge deck . 

7) The number of Cl- contaminated samples found at the f ive foot 

offset from the curb line and in the whee l path (15'± offset) 

were approximately equal . Such results suggest aggregate 

puncture under traffic loading is probably not a major 

contributor to membrane permeability. 

8) Projections based upon performance results to date suggest 

a significant number of the membrane systems will provide 

protection from serious Cl contamination for 50 years or 

longer . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1) Prior to initi ati ng action to replace deteriorated bi tuminous 

pavements on membrane t reated bridge decks , field testiog for 

Cl- contamination should be undertaken on the respective structures . 

If the performance survey results indicate a membrane system is 

still providing the desired protection , on ly the upper 75± percent 

of the bituminous pavement shou ld be removed with cold planing 

equipment thereby retaining the f unctional membrane system. 

2) Long term field performance results indicate t hat a variety of 

membrane systems can be made to work if adequate time and effort 

is soent in se lection, des ign, and installation. However , the 

potential for improper placement and other related problems with 

individual applications shou ld be sufficient to discourage membrane 

usage in areas where a lack of sufficient care and attention might 

be anticipated. 

3) Promising new membrane systems whi ch have become available in the 

past five±years should be field applied in a new test program to 

determine their effectiveness in relation to current acceptable 

mater ia l s. 

4) This research project should be continued as planned for a minimum 

of three additional years through Fiscal 1987. 
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Table 1. FIELD PERFORMANCE OF STANDARD PREFORMED SYSTEMS 

AVG. % SAMPLES AVG . PPM CL- I N 
NO. OF WI NTERS CONTAMI NATED CONTAMI NATED SAMPLES 

SYSTEM BRIDGES SALTED 0-1" 1"-2" 0-1" 1"-2" 

70 Mil 
Preformed 7 8 . 1 14 4 11 1 80 
Sheet 

65 Mil 
Preformed 5 8 . 4 19 12 1 11 79 
Sheet 

75 MH 
Preformed 9 6 . 1 25 5 1lJO 103 
Sheet 

CLASS AVERAGES 7 . 3 19 7 125 86 
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Table 2. FIELD PERFORMA~CE OF THERMOPLASTIC SYSTEMS 

AVG. % SAMPLES AVG. PPM -CL I N 
NO. OF WINTERS CONTAMINATED CONTAMINATED SAMPLES 

SYSTEM BRIDGES SALTED 0-1 11 1"-2 " 0-1 11 1"-2" 

Rubberized 2 11 9 0 73 0 
Asph:;~.lt 

Polyproplene 6 11 0 70 0 
Fabric & AC 

PVC Polymer 2 7 12 12 393 128 

Hot Asphalt & 
Glass Fabric 2 9 28 14 208 131 

CLASS AVERAGES 8 . 6 17 8 209 130 
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Table 3- FIELD PERFORMANCE OF POLYURETHANE SYSTEMS 

AVG. % SAMPLES AVG. PPM CL- I N 
NO. OF WINTERS CONTAMINATED CONTAMINATED SAMPLES 

SYSTEM BRIDGES SALTED 0-1 11 1"- 2 " 0- 1" 1"-2" 

100%. Solids 8 0 0 0 0 
(69 Mils) 

Asp . Modified 6 0 0 0 0 
( 100 Mils) 

Asp .Modi!fied 2 9 . 5 31 22 88 69 
(38 Mils) 

Tar Modified 10 50 28 77 70 
(39 Mils) 

CLASS AVERAGES 8.6 26 17 83 70 
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Table ~- FIELD PERFORMANCE OF NCHRP PROJECT 12-1 1 PREFORMED SYSTEMS 

AVG. % SAMPLES AVG. PPM CL- IN 
NO. OF WINTERS CONTAMINATED CONTAMINATED SAMPLES 

SYSTEM BRIDGES SALTED O~ln ·· 1"-2" 0-111 1"-2" 

Pitch & 8 7 7 298 150 
PVC Polymer 

Neoprene 8 27 13 180 84 
Rubber 

Butyl Rubber 8 27 27 114 89 

EPDM Rubber 8 33 7 82 72 

Butyl Rubber 8 47 20 90 150 
& Felt 

CLASS AVERAGES 8 28 15 120 109 
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Table 5. FIELD PERFORMANCE OF MISCELLANEOUS PREFORMED SYSTEMS 

AVG . % SAMPLES AVG . PPM CL- IN 
NO. OF WINTERS CONTAMINATED CONTAMINATED SAMPLES 

SYSTEM BRIDGES SALTED 0-1 11 111- 211 0-1 11 111- 211 

165 Mil Panel 4 0 0 0 0 

60 Mil Tar Resin 4 0 0 0 0 

PVC- Butyl Rubber 6 11 0 68 0 

75 Mil Vented 2 4 . 5 27 20 118 82 

Hydrocarbon Rubber 8 40 20 77 68 

60 Mil Vented 2 4 . 5 40 13 108 98 

Butyl- Neoprene 2 4 . 5 47 20 193 111 

CLASS AVERAGES 4 . 9 30 12 125 91 
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Table 6. FI ELD PERFORMANCE OF EPOXY SYSTEMS 

AVG. ';(, SAMPLES AVG. PPM -CL IN 
NO. OF WI NTERS CONTAMI NATED CONTAMI NATED SAMPLES 

SYSTEM BRI DGES SALTED 0- 111 1"- 2" 0- 1" 1"-211 

90 Mil 100% Solids 8 0 0 0 0 

13 Mil Polyamide 8 44 17 70 58 

Coal Tar Modified 2 9 . 5 47 31 100 74 

12 Mil Polyamide 8 60 13 108 67 

48 Mil 100% Solids 9 61 17 138 68 

52 Mil 100% Solids 9 67 17 100 54 

12 Mil Solvent Cut 10 89 67 201 69 

CLASS AVERAGES 8.9 50 22 116 68 
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Table 7. FIELD PERFORMANCE OF TAR EMULSI ON SYSTEMS 

AVG. ~ SAMPLES AVG. PPM CL- IN 
WINTERS CONTAMINATED CONTAMINATED SAMPLES 

SYSTEM BRIDGES SALTED 0- 1" 1"- 2" 0-1" 1"-2" 

Tar Emul sion 5 9 . 8 58 31 111 84 
& Glass 
Fabric - 7 
Layer System 

Tar Emulsion 2 11 64 44 270 182 
2 Coats 

CLASS AVERAGES 1 0 . 1 60 35 163 122 
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Table 8. CHLORIDE CONTAMINATION LEVELS ON EXPOSED BRIDGE DECKS 

AVG. % SAMPLES AVG. PPM CL- IN 
NO . OF WINTERS CONTAMINATED CONTAMINATED SAMPLES 

SYSTEM BRIDGES SALTED 0-1 11 1"-2" 0-1" 1"-2" 

No Treatment 3 7 -3 95 65 1559 791 

Linseed Oil 3 11.7 100 98 1855 945 
& Mineral 
Spirits 

CLASS AVERAGES 9 .5 97 82 1743 887 
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Table 9. AVERAGE CL - CONtENT OF ALL SAMPLES 

NUMBER AVG. NO . AVG. AVG. CL CONTENT 
OF WINTERS OF BASE CL ABOVE BASE LEVELS, PPM 

SYSTEM DECKS SALTED SAMPLES LEVEL, PPM 0-1" 1"-2" 

STANDARD PREFOIU-iED 21 7 4513 47 38 15 

'mE'RMOPLAS'T'IC 7 q 208 3Q S3 25 

POLYURETHANE 5 9 155 47 32 18 

PROJECT 1 ~-11 PREFORMED 5 8 150 65 39 15 

MISC PREFORMED 10 5 162 53 46 20 

EPOXY 8 9 258 34 70 31 

TAR EMULSI ON 7 10 234 30 108 58 

AVG . ALL SYSTEMS 9 8 226 45 55 26 
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Table 10. SUMMARY OF MEMBRANE PERFORMANCE BY TYPE 

% SAMPLES AVG. PPM CL- IN 
CONTAMINATED CONTAMINATED SAMPLES 

TYPE SYSTEM 0-1" 1"-2" 0-1" 111- 211 

Standard Pre~ormed 10 7 125 · 8h 

Thermoplastic 17 R 2fl9 130 
Polyurethane 26 17 83 70 

Proj. 12- 11 Preformed 28 15 120 109 

Misc . Preformed 30 12 125 91 

Epoxy 50 22 116 68 

Tar Emulsion 60 35 163 122 

Exposed Bridge Decks 97 82 1743 887 
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.Table 11 LOCATION OF CL- CONTAMINATION AND PERCENT 
OF SAMPLES OVER CORROSION THRESHOLD LZVEL OF 325 PPM 

% SAMPLES CONTAMINATED % SAMPLES OVER 325 PPM 
1 I OFFSET 5 ' OFFSET WHEELPATH 1 I OFFSET 5 ' OFFSET WHEEL PATH 

'TYPE SYSTEM 0-1 " 1"-2" 0-1" 1"-2" 0-1" 111-211 0-111 1"-2" 0-1 11 1"-2" 0-1 11 1"-2" 

STANDARD PREFORMED 34 10 14 5 15 ll 3 0 1 0 0 0 

THERMOPLAC;mic 18 9 17 6 17 9 3 0 6 3 3 0 

POLYURETHANE 31 27 15 8 31 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PROJ . 12- 11 PREFORMED 52 32 16 8 16 4 8 0 0 0 4 0 

MISC . . PREFORMED 37 11 26 11 26 15 0 0 0 0 7 0 

EPOXY 71 32 41 18 41 16 0 0 4 0 2 0 

TAR EMULSION 82 64 51 18 46 2 1 15 3 0 0 3 0 

AVG. ALL SYSTEMS 46 25 26 10 26 11 4 0 2 1 2 0 
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Table 12. SUMMARY OF MEMnRANE CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE 

Q) 
c: 
"' S-
.0 

~E 
Q) 

<l>:E 
c: c: 

c: .0 "'~ 0 >, Q) 

0 S- S- V) v 
:::1 V) .0 +-> +-> c: 

+-> (....) Q) EC: "' S- "' "' Q)Q) v Q) E 
v +-> 0 ~E ·- 0..-l< S- c: 

"' ..c: Q) ..c: ..... 0 0 
c: C:> +-> 0. +->co 4-

0.. >, Q)<"a ...... 0. V) r--. S- +l 
0. +-> "' a.. Q)O... ::;:<( 00\ Q) "' <( ....... Q) - ::::- v..-- 0... "0 ...... l/) Vl +l<l> Vl+l c: 
4- S- <l>+l E c: "0 I ...... Q) 

0 .0 ~ Q) COQ) Q)Q) Q) ........ E 
Membrane ...... +-> S- -e ro E 

Q) >< "0 Vl -ov .OQ) ........ r--. S- 0 
Type Vl Q) c: c:c: 0 > 0..0\ Q) v 

"' 0 00 s.. ro o....-- > Q) 
LLJ LJ... co co cou 0... 0... <( ........ 0 ~ 

Standard yes/ fair/ Continue 
Preformed easy good fair no good occ . $4 . 50 good Use 

Thermo- poor no/ good/ Consider 
plast ic hard to fair yes good occ . $6.00 good Selective 

good Use 

Polyurethane easy good no/ good/ fair Cons ider exc. yes poor ace . $5 .25 to Se lective 
good Use 

good/ Not 
Project 12-11 very yes/ good fair recommended -
Preformed hard good fair no with yes $10 .65 to application 

prot. good too difficult 
boards 

f~ i sce ll aneous yes/ fair Consider 
Preformed easy good poor no fair yes $5 .00 to Selective 

good Use 

Epoxy easy poor fair no/ good/ no $9 .50 poor Not 
yes poor Recommended 

For Use 

Tar Not 
Emu l sion very poor poor no/ good/ no $1.35/ Recommended 

easy no good 3.50 poor For Use 

*Cost does not include bituminousoverlay. Estimate $3 .00 per S. Y. for 2 inch overlay 
when bituminous mix i s bid at $27 .00/ton in place. 
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Table 13 DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS APPLIED 

15 Preformed Systems on 38 Bridges 

Heavy Duty Bituthene - 65 mil reinforced rubberized asphalt 
Protecto I·Jrap M 400 - 70 mil reinforced tar and synthetic resin modified 
Royston No. 10 - 75 mi l reinforced bituminous 
Royston No. 10 P.V. - 75 mil pre-vented reinforced bituminous 
Royston No. 15 - 60 mil pre-vented reinforced bituminous 
Nordel 65 mil reinforced non-cured hydrocarbon rubber 
Hyload 125 - 125 mil pitch and poly vinyl chloride polymer 
Gacoflex N-35 - 1/16 inch cured and buffed neoprene rubber 
Sure-Seal Butyl - 65 mil vulcanized butyl rubber 
Sure-Seal EPDM - 65 mil cured EPDM rubber 
Butylfelt - 60 mil butyl rubber and felt laminate 
Hydro-Ban RVN-45 - 45 mil reinforced PVC and butyl rubber 
Tri-Ply - 62 mil butyl neoprene rubber 
Polyguard 860 - 60 mil reinforced tar resin 
Melnar 8 - 165 mil reinforced rubberized asphalt in 4'x8' panel s 

5 Thermoplastic Systems on 9 Bridges 

Uniroyal 6125 - 195 mil hot applied rubberized asphalt 
Hot Asphalt & Glass Fabric - 5 layer built up system 
NEA 4000 - 90 mil si ngle component PVC Pol ymer 
Petromat - non-woven polyproplene fabric and asphalt cement 
Gussasphalt - 2 inch mastic type paving mixture 

4 Polyurethane Systems on 7 Bridges 

Pol ytak 165 - asphalt modified polyurethane, 38 mil application 
Bon-lastic Membrane - tar modified polyurethane, 39 mil application 
Duralseal 3100 - 100 percent solids polyurethane, 69 mil application 
Chevron Bridge Membrane - asphalt modifi ed polyurethane, 100 mil application 

7 Epoxy Systems on 8 Bridges 

Duralkote 304 - solvent cut epoxy, 12 mil application 
Duralkote 306 - coal tar modified, 46 and 65 mil applications 
Ouralbond 102 - 100 percent sol ids, 48 mil application 
Rambond 620-S - 100 percent solids , 52 mi l application 
Rambond 223 - 100 percent solids, 90 mil application 
Ramcoat Epoxy Paint - polyamide, 12 mil application 
Polyastics - polyamide epoxy, 13 mil application 

2· Tar E;mulsion Systems on 7- Bridges 

Tar Emulsion - 2 coats at 0.1 - 0.2 gal. per coat 
Tar Emulsion & Glass Fabric - 7 layer bui l t up system 
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Figure 1. RATE OF I NCREASE IN PERCENT SAMPLES CONTAMINATED ~ITH C1-
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Figure 2. RATE OF INCREASE I NCl - CONTAMINATION LEVELS 
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